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Sedbergh Youth Hostels
Sedbergh [Underbank] Youth Hostel

1933 to 1935

YHA is indebted to Claire Ajenusi, granddaughter of early hosteller and travel author Donald Boyd,
and Edward Cullen, present occupant, for their extra information on the Underbank Farm hostel.

Underbank Farm, Sedbergh, Yorkshire
Historic County
Yorkshire (West Riding)

YHA Region Lakeland

GR SD 667925

Underbank was the first of YHA’s two pre-war youth hostels in the small market town of Sedbergh, West Riding of
Yorkshire. Along with other hostels at Kirkby Stephen, Alston and elsewhere it formed a cluster of Pennine hostels
somewhat removed from the main sphere of its governing region, Lakeland. Underbank was an old farmhouse with
associated outbuildings, about a mile east of the town.

This rare photograph of the Underbank hostel at Sedbergh was taken by Donald Boyd during his 1930s tramps of the Yorkshire
Dales. The ornate wrought iron gates led to the farmhouse itself, just visible as the set-back building with porch behind the left
gate. The barn at the front left is now a separate dwelling. The railings have been removed more recently for safe keeping
(photo YHA Archive, by courtesy of Claire Ajenusi)

The hostel opened in good time for the 1933 season but lasted just three seasons before moving to premises in the
middle of the town. The warden was Mrs Leach, who went on to look after the second hostel, though Mr Leach was
sometimes named in publications. The 1933 YHA handbook entry appeared thus:
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YHA was embarking on only its third full season in 1933; in its infancy the Association’s handbook was dominated
by small farmhouses and other private lodgings offered to the Association as adopted hostels – Underbank offered
just four beds for men and four for women, though with 370 registered overnights that year, other rooms would
surely have been made available. In 1934 the listed capacity was for 12 men and six women, though no doubt that
was a flexible arrangement. Camping was now advertised.
In 2009 Claire Ajenusi advised YHA about her grandfather Donald Boyd, who co-wrote a travel guide with Patrick
Monkhouse, Walking the Pennines, published in 1937 by Alexander Maclehouse, though by that date Underbank
was already superseded. In the chapter covering the Western Fells he described the route from Ingleton to Sedbergh
and recommended the hostel:
On this journey I was making for the Underbank Youth Hostel, and hurried, as I was late for the appointed hour
of supper. The Underbank lane takes off from the junction of the Kirkby Stephen and Hawes roads, in a grove of
trees. It is a pleasing lane, which brings one straight into the impressive portal of Underbank. It is a gateway of
enormous square stones, with an enormous single stone lintel, and has wrought-iron gates. The adjoining
buildings are stables and the gates are wired to keep hens out of the garden. Coming to the paving one discovers a
little flagged terrace, and below it two small classical pavilions. It is incongruous and astonishing. I advanced on
to the terrace where a table was set in the sun, and apologised for my lateness, which was no matter to the
warden, Mrs Leach, who exercises a genial lenience to such sins. In the wash-place I found a cyclist who was
anxious to bathe himself, being almost as hot as myself, but when he got his socks off and looked at his feet he
decided they were too hot to be washed. It would mean my death if I did, he said, solemnly, and put his socks on
again. The men hostellers of Underbank in the summer actually sleep in a rather tumble-down cottage by the
farm marked as Stone Hall. Some of them use, for their morning washing, the water in front of the cottage door,
in spite of the expostulation of ducks and hens, who regard this foul pool as peculiar to themselves. There is
much cleaner water in the beck, a hundred yards east.
The additions to Underbank caused me some curiosity, particularly when I discovered that of the two pavilions
one was a tool-shed and the other a closet, elaborately lined with oak and originally (1899) fitted with some sort
of flushing device. The stone of these buildings was clearly carved, if without any marked sense of design, and I
asked for some explanation. The owner of the estate, apparently, had a passion for architecting the buildings on
his land. Underbank was one of his properties. But the alterations were never finished. In all his work he specially
valued three things: carved stone, wrought iron, and oak panelling and they were all worked for him in Sedbergh.
His gardener’s house, I was told, was a wonder. This alone seemed to make him unusual. But I heard from
another inhabitant that he also had the graces of hospitality, generosity and music. He was fond of the piano and
the cello; he played dominoes and would ask even a poor man who was good company to stay with him. He liked
good food and drink.

Edward Cullen has explained that one of the pavilions referred to by Claire Ajenusi was a privy, still extant. The
interior is oak lined. Some of the blocks of the stone gateway and from the other pavilion (a tool-store) remain as
part of the garden features. He adds:
We have lived here since 1988 and have the deeds going back to the early days of the last century. It is a
farmhouse but no longer with a farm. We know that the house has its origins in the mid-17th century but it has
been much altered by various owners over the years, including ourselves. The deeds show only the owners of
Underbank Farm at the time of its YHA period and the Leach family are not among them so must have been
tenants. When we bought Underbank in 1988 the attached barn (the photograph you have is taken from the
front of the barn) was being developed into two dwellings. A previous owner, who sold antiques here, had his
initials WW added to the gates but otherwise they remain the same. Walkers often stop to look at the remaining
pavilion. We know where the other one must have been but nothing of it now remains. Some of the blocks of the
stone gateway are still to be seen as part of the furnishings in our garden.
The Underbank lane referred to in Donald Boyd’s book is actually called Thorns Lane and remains a pleasing
lane, especially in the upper half as it approaches Underbank, the white house. The lower house in front is on the
site of what was, in its later life, a sheep barn.

There is a Stone Hall half a mile to the east. This may have been the location of the men’s overflow, though Mr
Cullen disputes this.
Underbank closed in 1935, for reasons undisclosed. Perhaps, as suggested below, it was that its replacement was
superior in some way; a more common reason for the frequent hostel closures of the time was simply that tenancies
were far from secure, especially as the farmhouse was sublet to the YHA.
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Underbank, as recorded in June 2016 – photographs by the author. 1: the farmhouse is still painted white, as in Donald Boyd’s
time. The gated entrance in his photograph was located at the join of the farmhouse and the former barn to its left;
2: view from the east end; 3: the remaining pavilion – ‘a closet, elaborately lined with oak and originally (1899) fitted with some
sort of flushing device’; 4: from the south. It is not difficult to imagine Donald Boyd’s pleasure in arriving at such an idyllic spot
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Sedbergh [Waverley] Youth Hostel

1936 to 1939

Waverley Hostel, Main Street, Sedbergh, Yorkshire
Historic County
Yorkshire (West Riding)

YHA Region Lakeland

GR SD 658921

It took a while for Mr and Mrs Leach to arrange the replacement for Underbank. The 1936 YHA handbook had no
mention of Sedbergh; the new hostel was opened rather later in the year, the arrangement relying for advertisement
on a brief entry on a supplementary sheet and a two-line notice in the Midsummer Rucksack Magazine. Only 102
bednights were registered in that year. Like Underbank, it was run by the Leaches along adopted-hostel lines.
The new location was called the Waverley Hostel in the 1937-39 handbooks, though the contemporary issues of the
Hostels in Lakeland and Northumbria YHA regional guides were more detailed, as here in the 1939 version:
Warden Mr SM Leach, at the Waverley Temperance Hotel (16 men, 8 women). Members should make for the
Temperance Hotel in the first place, and there they will be directed to the hostel quarters which are across the
main street and away from the Temperance Hotel. Open all year.

Before this, YHA Lakeland Region had taken a number of failing temperance hotels, rather unsuccessfully.

This postcard image of Main Street, Sedbergh, was taken looking to the west, and dates probably from about the time
of the youth hostel, or perhaps a little later. On the north side, two premises down from the District Bank, was
the Waverley Temperance Hotel. In 2016 the old hotel was nos. 48-50 and occupied by a Boot’s pharmacy.
The image shows the hotel sign hanging from the bracket that nowadays sports a pharmacy symbol.
The premises ‘opposite’ could have been either the present plain-fronted shop, a three-storey Georgian house
at 49 Main Street, with the parked van outside, or even the next property to the east, Marshall House,
53 Main Street. This is the Grade I-listed house with bow windows and railings, where two women are standing.
There is an alleyway nearer the camera that possibly led to the location of the sleeping quarters, as detailed below
(author’s collection)

Once established, the hostel saw a modest level of trade, roughly 700 overnights in each of its three full years 193739, though that was less than the 822 achieved by Underbank in 1934. There were difficulties, however, with the
layout of the premises. It is possible that meals were taken in the Waverley Hotel, but the sleeping quarters and
perhaps the self-catering arrangements were elsewhere. FW Parrott, the pioneer Lakeland warden at Kirkby Stephen
hostel (1931), was taking a keen interest, and was probably acting as peace-maker, when he responded to some
difficulties arising from a complaint by a hosteller, almost certainly over neglected premises. He sent this report to
the Lakeland Region Committee. It’s an invaluable distillation of the difficulties affecting the YHA in particular
and tradespeople in general in the Britain of the 1930s:
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I visited this hostel on Saturday 3rd June [1939]. I made known to Mrs Leech (or Leach) and to Mrs Leeding
(Deputy Warden) the nature of the complaint received from Miss Nancy Lamb.
Mrs Leech feels very indignant about the complaint. She is an invalid and not able to visit the hostel but takes a
personal interest in its usage. She engages Miss Leeding and another woman to attend to the home and hostel
duties. She says that this year she has spent nearly £20 on renovating the YH property. Subsequent viewing of the
hostel showed that it has been repapered and painted throughout and new linoleum placed on the floor in the
common room. The rooms are just opposite the Waverley Hotel but to get to them one has to go down a yard
and back. This is not very convenient and does not help to ensure the oversight that is desirable.
On the date in question Miss Leeding was attending a course of First Aid classes and that may explain why she
was away. She admits that there might have been some accumulation of junk but this was due to the spring
cleaning operations and feels that it was unfair to quote this against the hostel.
Both Mrs Leach and Miss Leeding deny that the floors have ever been covered with dirt and state that the second
woman engaged washes the floor at least once every three weeks. Certainly they did not look dirty on the
occasion of my visit. A similar denial is given regarding the complaint regarding pans and kettles. These, since Mr
Chapman recommended on a previous visit, are kept in the home and can only be obtained on application and
Miss Leeding says that they are regularly cleaned and under her supervision. I saw the furniture and agree that it
is broken but was informed that the breakages are due to the hostellers. Insofar as hostellers are supposed to
perform duties it was considered as part of their bargain to carry fuel.
Mrs Leech says that she pays a rental of £20 yearly for the rooms; a bednight usage of 800+ does not make the
running of a hostel a very remunerative proposition. She feels that complaints are too one-sided and that she in
turn could complain of some of the guests. Blankets are not folded, rooms not swept, and washing up not done
on occasions. I pointed out that the warden, or deputy warden, should see that these jobs are done and it has to
be admitted that the actual walking distance from the dining quarters to the sleeping quarters is such that it
makes adequate supervision difficult. Printed notices regarding jobs to be done hang on the walls so that rightspirited visitors need be under no misapprehensions. I think that this hostel is an improvement on the old
quarters. If more direct supervision could be given there is no reason why the complaints should not cease…
Sedbergh somehow does not come up to high standard but I can see nothing else to be done. I would give it say
5½ or 6 marks out of 10 and think it worth keeping.

Nevertheless, the hostel closed at the end of the 1939 season. It is not clear whether closure was enforced by the war,
or because of the sorts of difficulties outlined above.

Main Street, Sedbergh, in June 2016. What seems to be the same bracket as for the former Waverley Hotel is still hanging on
the Boot’s premises on the right hand side. Possible locations for YHA’s lodging rooms are on the left (author’s photograph)

Overnights – inclusive periods each year as follows
1933-39 previous Oct to Sept
¶: Underbank Hostel; ∆: Waverley Hostel
…

1931

1932

1933

1934

1935

1936

1937

1938

1939

…

…

…

370¶

822¶

768¶

102∆

651∆

675∆

734∆
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